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Longitudinal change in regional brain volumes with exposure to
repetitive head impacts
Regional volumetric MRI measurements may provide a tool to help detect progressive neuro-
logic decline in those exposed to repetitive head trauma. In a cohort of professional fighters and
controls, decline in brain volumes was seen in fighters, but involved different regions in active vs
retired fighters. Regional volumetric MRI may identify neurodegenerative processes.
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From editorialists Anderson & Rosand: “The difference in patterns of longitudinal atrophy between
active and retired fighters in this study is intriguing, suggesting that longitudinal MRIs may distinguish
between injury responses triggered by recent and remote RHI exposures.”
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Association of CD14 with incident dementia and markers of brain
aging and injury
In this study, higher plasma levels of the inflammatory marker CD14 were associated with
incident dementia risk across 2 population-based cohorts. Higher CD14 levels were also asso-
ciated with MRI and cognitive markers of accelerated brain aging and injury. Neural in-
flammation biomarkers may detect preclinical brain injury leading to dementia.
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Myasthenic crisis demanding mechanical ventilation: A multicenter
analysis of 250 cases
In a review of characteristics, treatment, and outcome in a large group of patients withmyasthenic
crises, mortality and duration of crises remained comparable to previous reports despite higher
age and higher disease burden. Reducing length of crisis and stay in intensive care might be
possible for distinct subgroups under certain circumstances.
Page 111

Continued

Notable in Neurology this week
This issue features an article that investigates the higher incidence of probable radiologic common data
elements vs similar rates on structural MRI in pediatric mild traumatic brain injury; another explores the
temporal evolution, morphology, and frequency of macular ganglion cell atrophy in patients with ret-
rochiasmal lesions of the visual pathway. A featured Views & Reviews article examines evidence of
a relationship between muscle MRI and disease severity in Duchenne muscular dystrophy.
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Racial/ethnic disparities in the risk of intracerebral hemorrhage
recurrence

Survivors of spontaneous intracerebral hemorrhage (ICH)
are at risk of recurrence, but risk determinants are not well
known. In this study, black and Asian patients were at higher
risk of ICH recurrence than white patients, and private in-
surance was associated with lower risk. Blood pressure
control may be a possible mediator of these disparities.
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CME Opportunity: Listen to this week’s
Neurology Podcast and earn 0.5 AMA PRA
Category 1 CME Credits™ by answering
the multiple-choice questions in the online
Podcast quiz.

Longitudinal change in regional brain volumes
with exposure to repetitive head impacts
(see p. 105)

1. Longitudinal change in regional brain volumes with exposure to repetitive
head impacts

2. What’s Trending: Infant colic and episodic syndromes

In the first segment, Dr. Jeffrey Ratliff talks with Dr. Charles Bernick about his
paper on the longitudinal change in regional brain volumes with exposure to
repetitive head impacts. In the second part of the podcast, Dr. Teshamae
Monteith talks with Dr. Amy Gelfand about infant colic and episodic syndromes.

Disclosures can be found at Neurology.org.

NB: “Motor function decline correlates with behavioral impairment in C9orf72 mutation
carriers,” p. 134. To check out other Clinical/Scientific Notes, point your browser to Neuro-
logy.org/N. At the end of the issue, check out the Resident & Fellow Education Research article
discussing a neurology resident quality improvement curriculum focused on development of
practical skills and project experience. This week also includes a Resident & Fellow Clinical
Reasoning article titled “Rapidly progressive gait disorder and cranial nerves involvement in a
9-year-old boy.”
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